
Unqork is a completely visual, no-code application 
platform that helps organizations build custom, 
enterprise-grade software faster, with higher quality,  
and lower costs. Without a single line of code. 

Unqork’s platform combines the intuitive nature of a 
 “drag and drop” programming interface with the ability 
to build complex, enterprise-grade solutions. As a result, 
delivery teams can design and build feature-rich software 
with a speed and simplicity not possible before. 

Apexon combines its expertise in enterprise application 
development with the speed, performance, and ease of 
use of the Unqork platform to help customers optimize 
time-to-market, cost and maintenance of both their 
customer-facing and internal applications. 

FACT SHEET APEXON & UNQORK

NO-CODE 
DEVELOPMENT FOR 
THE ENTERPRISE 

APEXON & UNQORK 

ACCELERATING THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, & 
IMPLEMENTATION OF ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS 

UP TO 3X FASTER 
DEVELOPMENT 
vs. traditional 
approaches 

99.99% UPTIME &  
600X FEWER DEFECTS 
without sacrificing 
development velocity

3X REDUCTION 
IN TCO  
as a result of reduced 
resource requirements 

  











Managing complex 
release processes 
and deploy effectively 
and securely across 
organization. 

Helping ingest, transform, 
and map legacy systems 
data into the application by 
manipulating complex data 
structures and streamlining 
data transformations. 

Visually constructing complex 
application processes by 
constructing process flows 
using module drag and drop 
and visual configuration. 

Reducing mistakes and 
improving compliance. 

THE APEXON & UNQORK PARTNERSHIP 

ENTERPRISE 
DEVELOPMENT IN 
THE EXPRESS LANE 
Building enterprise software is full of challenging  
detours - missed requirements, “re-baselined” projects, 
and plenty of works in progress that never get delivered.  
This is the result of too much complexity, too many 
disparate tools, and a lot of legacy code. Apexon and 
Unqork’s no-code development platform can change that. 

WORKING TOGETHER  

APEXON DIGITAL 
ENGINEERING 
SERVICES FOR THE 
UNQORK NO-CODE 
PLATFORM 
Apexon can help enterprise delivery teams 
develop and implement applications of all sizes 
and complexities with Unqork’s no-code platform. 
Speci ic capabilities include: 

The advantages of working with Apexon and Unqork include optimized 
cost and software quality, faster time to market, and increased employee 
productivity. And it all results in an improved user experience. 

Contact us at unqork_experts@apexon.com

Apexon is a pure-play digital engineering services firm focused on helping companies 
accelerate their digital initiatives from strategy and planning through execution. We leverage 
deep technical expertise, Agile methodologies and data-driven intelligence to modernize 
systems of engagement and simplify human/tech interaction.

We deliver custom solutions that meet customers’ technology needs wherever they are in their 
digital lifecycle. Backed by Goldman Sachs and Everstone Capital, Apexon works with both 
large enterprises and emerging innovators — putting digital to work to enable new products
and business models, engage with customers in new ways, and create sustainable 
competitive differentiation.
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